Abstract-GenomeVectorizer was designed to extend the functionality of GenomePixelizer, genome visualization tool that was developed for the Department of Plant Pathology at University of California, Davis in 2002. GenomeVectorizer was written using XML, XSLT, and SVG technologies combined with JavaScript scripting to provide the level of flexibility, dynamism and interactivity not supported by TCL/TK written application (GenomePixelizer). This new visualization tool was tested with available data for Arabidopsis NBS-LRR study and its output was compared to the output of GenomePixelizer. The relationships plotted at the same identity values were identical. GenomeVectorizer was successfully applied to study NBS-LRR genes and duplication events in Soybean. Once the dragability function will be fully implemented, GenomeVectorizer will be a unique tool on the market of wide variety available Genome Visualization Software.
I.
GENOMEPIXELIZER -THE PROTOTYPE
The prototype tool, GenomePixelizer, was released in 2002 by the Department of Plant Pathology at UC Davis. This tool was developed specifically for studying the evolution of NBS-LRR encoding genes in Arabidopsis [22] , the plant whose genome was completely sequenced by the end of 2000 [21] and that serves as a model plant for studying plants genetics. NBS-LRR genes represent the major class of disease resistance genes in flowering plants [16] and their evolution in relation to other genome duplication events is of great importance and interest to the scientists studying plant genetics.
GenomePixelizer was designed to visualize "the relationships between duplicated genes in genome(s) and to follow relationships between members of gene clusters" [22] . This tool "generates custom images of genomes out of the given set of genes. Each element on the picture has a physical address defined by coordinates (pixels), hence the name "GenomePixelizer"" [22] . Figure 1 shows the example of the visualization produced by GenomePixelizer. 
II. GENOMEVECTORIZER

A. Implementation
1) Data Sources
The input to the program is a single XML file: Input.xml. The data is represented here in two parts: [10] .
2) Code Design
The graphical portion of GenomeVectorizer is written using XPATH, XSLT, and SVG. Interactivity is provided through JavaScript methods. The code is contained in 4 files: parser.xsl 1 , drawingtools.xsl 1 , show_gene_tip.js 2 , and loadxmldoc.js 3 .
• parser.xsl -creates SVG viewbox element, parses out information about chromosome and genes using XPATH queries and sends it to drawingtools.xsl for drawing objects on canvas. It parses out information about distance matrix and creates a table with distance values and allows for interactivity between the table and the SVG canvas.
• drawingtools.xsl -contains XSL templates and SVG code for drawing grid, chromosomes, and genes and for displaying synteny between genes.
• show_gene_tip.js -on mouse over event over genesdisplays gene names; on mouse over event over chromosomes -displays chromosome number; on mouse over event over, connecting genes, linesdisplays names of the connecting genes. This file also contains code that provides for ability to drag chromosomes (along with genes that are grouped with them) about the canvas.
• loadxmldoc.js -loads XML document into DOM structure. 
3) Main Algorithm
B. Visualization 1) Quick Overview
Resulting visual is an SVG graph that plots chromosomes, places genes over chromosomes, according to their specified locations and draws lines connecting genes with "similarity" value that is higher than the cutoff value.
2) Description
The chromosomes are drawn according to their sizes in Mb (Mega bases). One grid interval represents 1 Mb. Figures  2-6 show the output produced by GenomeVectorizer when run on Arabidopsis NBS genes dataset. Here, 5 chromosomes are drawn of sizes 30 Mb, 20 Mb, 24 Mb, 18 Mb, and 27 Mb. Genes are placed inside chromosomes according to their averaged locations. Genes' opacity indicates Watson/Creek orientation. Genes with Watson (forward) orientation are represented with solid colors and genes with reverse orientation are represented with colors that are 40% opaque. Genes' "similarity" is represented by means of lines and arcs: straight lines, if genes are "similar" to genes on different chromosomes and arcs if genes are "similar" to genes on the same chromosome. Similarity cutoff value (percent identity) is provided by the user.
Cyan color represents TIR, NBS and LRR positive genes, green color -TIR and NBS positive, orange color -NBS positive genes and pink color represents NBS and LRR positive genes. Forward oriented genes are shown in solid colors and reverse oriented genes are shown with 40% opaque colors. Identity cutoff value here is 70%.
3) Interactivity
Once the user enters percent identity and clicks "Retrieve" button, SVG representation of XML data is displayed.
Once the user clicks "Get Matrix" button, the matrix containing genes' distance values will open in a new browser window (See Figure 2) . Identity values greater than userspecified percent identity are shown in black and are clickable and identity values that are less than percent identity are grayed out.
User can click on any identity value in the matrix; the color of the cell, containing that value will turn red and the line or arc connecting two genes in the graph will be highlighted in red and will become bolder (See Figures 2 and  3) . Once user moves a mouse over the chromosome or over the line within the chromosome, representing gene, chromosome or gene name is displayed. Likewise, when user moves a mouse over a line connecting two genes: a popup will display, showing which two genes are connected. Once user clicks on gene, he or she will land on a database entry (NCBI Genbank, TAIR, or other) related to this particular gene (See Figure 4) .
Users can zoom into the area of interest by pressing "Ctrl" and "+" buttons simultaneously (see Figure 5) . Implementing genes that have 'C' (reverse) orientation with lower opacity may not be the optimal visualization solution. These genes do not seem to stand out that much. Author is still exploring different ways of representing genes that have reverse orientation.
The dragging functionality is partially implemented and allows for dragging chromosomes about the canvas in order to better see gene relationships.
III. APPLICATION OF GENOMEVECTORIZER
A. Arabidopsis Thaliana NBS Family
GenomePixelizer was designed in 2001 (submitted for publication in 2002 [12] ) for gene analysis in Arabidopsis Thaliana (NBS-LRR-encoding genes in particular [16] ), Arabidopsis Thaliana NBS family dataset was downloaded alongside with GenomePixelizer executable released October 1, 2003 [22] and was used to test GenomeVectorizer. Figure 6 shows the visual produced by means of GenomeVectorizer. Figure 7 shows the output of GenomePixelizer, both at 70% Identity. Gene relationships, represented by lines and arcs in GenomeVectorizer and by lines in GenomePixelizer are identified in identical way in both figures.
The main drawback of GenomeVectorizer, that will be fixed in second release of the tool, is inability to visualize the overlapping regions. Author has tried to represent genes depending on the gene lengths (heights) in order to distinguish overlapping genes (Figure 9 ), however gene heights relative to the overall size of the chromosome are very insignificant. Chromosome sizes need to be five times Figure 6 . GenomeVectorizer -Arabidopsis Thaliana NBS family, 70% identity Figure 7 . GenomePixelizer -Arabidopsis Thaliana NBS family, 70% identity larger so that it would be easy to see the variation in gene height and track the relationships. In the future, the stacked gene design implemented in GenomePixelizer will be considered. A big plus of GenomeVectorizer is that the "similarity" relationships between the genes located on the same chromosome are instantly obvious.
B. Soybean NBS-LRR Family
GenomeVectorizer was successfully used for analysis of Soybean NBS-LRR genes. The dataset was provided by Leah McHale, Ohio State University. Figure 8 shows first ten chromosomes (twenty total) of Soybean NBS-LRR genes at 50 percent identity. Black opaque squares represent duplicated regions and black opaque polygon lines connecting them represent 100 percent identity between each pair of duplication regions. As we can see the duplicated regions include almost half of the genome.
TIR only genes Figure 9 . GenomeVectorizer, Soybean NBS-LRR genome lengths (heights) relative to 5% of overall chromosome size. Figure 9 contains a partial snapshot of gene lengths (heights) relative to 5% of overall chromosome size. This image was produced as an attempt to better see the overlapping genes.
So far it seems that gene stacking similar to GenomePixelizer's ( Figure 7 ) might be the most optimal way to represent gene overlapping.
IV. FUTURE WORK
Currently, GenomeVectorizer has significantly different way of presenting visual information than its predecessorGenomePixelizer (compare graphical output of Figure 7 and Figure 6 ). The author is still exploring the efficient ways to represent the information. Representing reverse gene orientation by lowering the opacity of the color does not seem to be a visually optimal solution.
GenomePixelizer performs gene stacking in order to represent overlapping genes. This idea will need to be incorporated in GenomeVectorizer's future release.
Implementation of the capability to rearrange objects on the canvas by dragging them would set GenomeVectorizer apart from currently available genome visualization applications.
Currently, another functionality of the tool is being designed [7] , the functionality that will allow to drag a gene cluster out for analysis. The gene of interest will be dragged out, away from the chromosome, along with the genes that connect (have identity value above the cutoff value) to the gene of interest.
With the time, GenomeVectorizer could potentially become a "Genetic Editor", similar to Inkscape (http://www.inkscape.org/) for creating SVG graphics. This "Genetic Editor" would make it possible for the user to scale the chromosomes to the optimal viewing size, change chromosomes' and genes' colors, stretch the relationships (connecting lines between genes) and much more.
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